
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Monte Cristo’s of England, the custom cabinetry powerhouse behind many stunning kitchens and 
bathrooms (and other bespoke projects to boot), has unveiled a new division catering to closet 
enthusiasts: Closets by Montecristo. Its product may be familiar, but this company is delivering a 
fresh perspective on personalization. “Our process begins with an inventory of the client’s shoes, 
accessories, jewelry, dresses, trousers, etc.,” owner Antonio Sanchez-Garcia explains. “Next, we 
consider our client’s height and reach capability, as well as style, material and functionality 
preferences.” Closets by Montecristo also works with kitchens, high-end garages, entertainment 
units, mudrooms, wine bars, laundry rooms and bathroom vanities. If a marvel of aesthetics and 
organization is needed, Closets by Montecristo can achieve it—with a wow factor. 
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“Fully enclosed, visually 
streamlined dressing rooms  

are dominating closet design.”

THE ‘WHY’ BEHIND THE BRAND
“The experience we offer is our ‘why,’” Sanchez-Garcia says. “We place value on our client’s perspective, 
from first impressions through each phase of the project. Our clients are not a transaction, but  
a relationship anchored in respect. We consider it a privilege to fully immerse ourselves in their  
project, proactively anticipating needs to deliver exceptional quality and an unparalleled experience. 
Their ‘wow’ is our ‘why.’”

KITCHEN + BATH / PALM BEACH + BROWARD

TOP PICKS FOR 
THE ORGANIZED
StyleLite. This innovative, moisture-resistant 
material is offered in high-gloss and velvet matte 
finishes, and in 44 colors. The velvet matte is 
also resistant to fingerprints.

Accessories galore. Custom jewelry inserts, 
pullout valet rods, watch winders, soft-close 
hampers, hidden safes and lockable jewelry 
drawers with a keypad are a few unique features 
homeowners are loving.

LED, low-voltage lighting. Whether at full 
brightness or an ambient, moody glow,  
lighting transforms the closet experience.
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1. When everything is in its place, getting ready 
becomes an experience. 2. With beautiful materials 
at every turn, the organizational area extends out 
into an exquisite bath, which was also designed  
by Krista + Home. 3. Glass shelving makes this 
multifunction space feel more open. 
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